DecisionStrategy

Increase acceptance
rates through intelligent
decisioning

Simplifying and smoothing every
stage of the decision-making process.
In our ‘always on’ world, customers
expect financial service decisions to be
made quickly and efficiently, and with
the minimum of fuss.
Naturally, they also want the
process to be secure and with
their identity protected.

• Different product areas or
business units to have their own
configuration – with common
components shared

So it’s up to organisations to
simplify and streamline the
•S
 upport for multiple input
process by combining technology
channels, such as internet and
and data sources to reduce friction smartphones, with applications
in the digital customer journey
being processed online or in
and make sure risk teams are
batch
empowered to make effective
•M
 ultiple credit bureaus to be
and timely decisions.
accessed
Traditionally, decision engines
• A simple but powerful scripting
provide limited access to
language which allows the
data sources and can often
creation of complex algorithms
be complex, costly and time
consuming to change – with the
• Interactive testing and simulators
simplest strategy or policy change
to ensure rapid deployment of
requiring IT involvement.
strategies
DecisionStrategy allows:
• The business user to manage
and maintain the credit strategy

• A common decisioning system
which can be used across
mutiple consumer channels
• Smart data capture and
underwriting review

• Systems and data sources to
integrate seamlessly to ensure
• Operational efficiencies
relevant data is available
throughout the decision process • Regulations to be met.

 ecisionStrategy’s graphical user
D
interface allows process flows
to be developed specifically
to match the lender’s desired
decisioning framework and
strategy.
Scorecards, policy rules, terms
of business and when to request
data from internal or external
sources, including credit bureau,
can all be configured by the
business user in a point-and-click
solution.

The Strategy Control System
is functionality-rich, with
configurable components
which include:
• Use of multiple scorecards
• Conditional decision logic
• Policy and decline rules
• Terms of business calculations
• Affordability assessment routines
• Champion/challenger
functionality

To make things even simpler a
• Repository for multiple
multi-level parameter system
allows the strategy to be amended encrypted strategy
configurations
by changing parameter values
rather than software code.
• Interactive testing
This configuration, rather than a
•C
 omprehensive security and
coding approach, can significantly
audit trail of individual changes
reduce the time and effort needed
for deployment and maintenance • The Data Hub, with a library of
connections to financial data
of organisation’s business
sources.
decisions and rules.

The Benefits
Reductions in bad
debt / churn by circa 5-10%
Improved and consistent
testing processes with the
introduction of a dedicated UAT
environment and simulators
Underwriters only need to train
on one consistent format

Delivered as a software or a
comprehensive managed service
solution, DecisionStrategy caters
for all your decisioning needs. And
it supports key business processes,
including Application Processing.

Key Features
Update your information needs
Drag and drop
interface

Decision tree
segmentation

Powerful criteria
generation

• A portal to upload and securely
store documents

Business users can choose the
information services they use from • Merge and de-duplication
a library of sources – depending
to provide a clearer all-round
on the consumer journey they are
view of a consumer’s credit
managing and the decisions they
commitments
are making. So you can always
• Independent bureau viewer
be confident that the relevant
– which presents CRA
information is available for every
information in a consistent
consumer decision.
format, minimising training and
improving understanding
The enhanced functionality
of DecisionStrategy includes:
• Status management.
• Duplicate checking – which can
be used to retrieve previous
CRA results without incurring
additional costs
• Data capture and display

Customer and/
or product level
decisioning

Multi-level
parameterisation

Isn’t it time you found
out what DecisionStrategy
can do for your organisation?
Call +44 (0) 113 868 2600
Email contact@callcreditgroup.com
Or visit www.callcredit.co.uk/products-andservices/customer-experience-software/
decisioning-platform
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